Computer Numerical Control (CNC) is a technology made up of several blocks. Among these, lies the Trajectory Planning block, responsible for reference profile generation that are fed to position control loops. The need for Trajectory Planning arises from the mechanical constraints inherent to every plant to which CNC technology is applied. The machine's operational limits myst be respected, in order to avoid several issues, such as: loss of precision, early wear of machine's parts and excessive vibration. This paper proposes a novel smooth real-time trajectory generation setup based on an embedded system platform. A real-time snap and jerk bounded control algorithm is proposed, to achieve continuous and smooth feed motion in traditional Numeric Control code file, dealing both with straight lines and arcs. A local motion blending algorithm, applicable to the proposed method, is also presented. The developed algorithm was deployed to a BeagleBone Black, an embedded System-on-Chip, single board computer and tested in a prototype router machine. A comparison between the proposed method against the seven segments and trapezoidal acceleration methods is presented, both in terms of performance and of real-time computing viability. Simulation and Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method to generate velocity, acceleration, jerk and snap bounded three dimensional trajectories, reducing the RMS error in up to 8.2% and 22.38% when compared to the Seven Segments and to Trapezoidal Acceleration methods, respectively. Assessing the error area on straight angles, the proposed method produced error areas 24% and 80% smaller when compared to the Seven Segments and to Trapezoidal Acceleration methods, respectively.
I. INTRODUCTION
C OMPUTER Numeric Control (CNC) is a very complex, transversal technology, embracing several knowledge areas, such as control systems, electromechanical systems, mechanics and computer programming. Numeric Control was first applied in the '40s to machine airplane's airfoil when less automated machining methods yielded results no longer compliant to the design requirements [1] . As part design became more conventionally complex, a higher demand for accuracy emerged [2] , establishing CNC technology industry's workhorse.
Motion controller systems, which are responsible for driving the whole electromechanical structure accordingly, are the core of the CNC technology. Such systems have a two basic requirement: real-time performance, as poor realtime performance is likely to result in undesired tracking error [3] ; and smooth trajectories, in order to mitigate vibration and to ensure the correct operation of the system's mechanical components. The tasks to be accomplished by motion controllers are: trajectory planning; motion profile generation; disturbance rejection; system diagnosis; communication; and safety operation checks [4] .
Several techniques were developed and applied to control and drive machine tools along its years of existence. [5] - [7] were most likely the pioneers on feedrate and acceleration control techniques, dealing with trajectory planing in terms of acceleration and deceleration and its interaction with nonlinear paths, such as arcs and helices.
After establishing the importance of acceleration control, a necessity for smoother motion emerged. That was when the development of studies on jerk bounded trajectories started. Several and diverse approaches had been developed. Finite Impulse Response filtering for jerk limited trajectories have been explored in [8] , [9] . Parametric and analytical methods for jerk bounded trajectory generation have been studied in [10] - [14] .
Besides techniques that exclusively focus on CNC applications, several important papers were published dealing with single dimension positioning systems. Most notably, [4] , [15] deals with snap constrained trajectory planning, and [16] explores jerk bounded trajectory planning for a single servo motor system.
Most CAM systems do not export parametric spline toolpaths [17] . Instead, the output is usually composed by several consecutive line segments, much like polygonal toolpaths. Since those line segments are strictly defined after the starting point and before its ending point, the motion would require several start-run-stop motions. These motion cycles are known to yield elongated cycle times and generate rough, cornered surfaces, with pronounced feed marks [11] .
In order to enhance the controller's performance while moving from a command block to another, motion blending has to be applied. As these blending methods are tightly related to the control algorithm itself, these techniques have to be developed alongside and matched with the trajectory generation algorithm.
Command block blending can either be done locally or globally. Local blending, or corner smoothing as often called, consists of computing the transition between two command blocks alone. A very insightful real-time trajectory blending technique is presented by [18] . Other applications of local blending methods are presented by [10] , [19] - [21] . Global command block blending consists of gathering information not only about the current and the next commands, but also including a given number of commands ahead of these, defined by a Look-Ahead Window. This usually yields better results, with less frequent feedrate fluctuations. [11] - [13] , [22] present some of the several papers using Look-Ahead and global blending.
While the Look-Ahead approach yields better results, it is more computationally expensive, as it is usually performed on a multi-pass basis. This requires the algorithm to execute motion blending on the same command block multiple times. Local blending, on the other hand, considers only the current and the following command block and, therefore, does not include multi-passing, resulting in a leaner and faster algorithm.
The bandwidth of the motion's frequency spectrum can be further reduced by applying higher order constraints. This enables a more secure and less resonance prone operation. Very few papers approach trajectory planning on multiaxis CNC machines including snap (or jounce, as often called) constraints. [23] presents an algebraic approach to trajectory planning aiming free-form curves and imposing constraints up to the fourth time derivative of position. Using a desktop PC, the authors presents simulation results only, without a more practical approach. In [24] , authors present a heuristic motion planning algorithm, delivering near-optimal minimum time trajectory considering bounds up to the fifth time derivative, also aiming free-form curves. However, the required processing time, which in the specific case could be as great as 800 times the cycle time, excludes any possibility of real-time application.
Furthermore, most of the published papers make use of multi-core desktop computers in order to achieve the computation at high sampling rates. This approach may present one of the following caveats: as machining and motion control are a potentially hazardous activities, using a general purpose desktop computer for its control may be deemed unsafe, given that general desktop computers usually are not developed to withstand a harsh industrial environment, which may include excessive vibration and higher temperature; On the other hand, the use of industrial computers, which are indeed designed to comply with a harsher environment, would greatly increase the application costs, reducing the practical applications of the developed technique [25] .
The use of embedded systems has many perks over the use of regular computers: i) better control over the hardware, such as peripherals, GPIOs and communication buses, which are more readily available and easily accessible; ii) better control over the software, as the operational system is usually more flexible and editable; iii) potentially cheaper than using a general purpose computer; iv) far more secure, as it is designed to execute a single or few tasks. In contrast, general purpose computers usually execute several motion control unrelated tasks, such as User Interface, frame buffering, general IO responding, such as mouse and keyboard inputs, audio and, possibly the most worrisome of all: the operational system may decide to perform some random CPU intensive task, such as updates, anti-virus checks and unnecessary networking [25] . This paper proposes a novel motion control system, based on an embedded system platform, capable of delivering smooth, snap-bounded trajectories. The primary objective of this work was to develop a smooth motion control algorithm, meeting other implementation requirements as well: reliability, flexibility, high productive capacity, and high-quality. To achieve smooth motion, it is proposed a technique considering constraints up to snap, the position's fourth timederivative, for three degrees of freedom machines. A motion blending technique is also proposed, which is necessary to achieve both high-quality parts and higher throughput. To achieve reliability, the proposed solution was developed aiming the deployment to an embedded computer, given the advantages listed above. Therefore, the whole proposed method was designed to be lean and functional enough to fit the embedded system's limited computational capacity while also complying with real-time and safe operation. In order to assess the proposed method's performance, it is presented a comparison between this work's method against two other traditional trajectory planning algorithms, namely: Seven Segments and Trapezoidal Acceleration methods.
Following this introductory section, Section 2 of this article presents a single dimensional, snap bounded trajectory planning technique. In Section 3, the single dimension algorithm is extended for three axis Cartesian machine, encompassing the two most common motion commands, which are straight lines and arcs. Section 4 presents results from practical testing, validating the proposed method. Section 5 presents a brief conclusion about the achievements of this paper.
II. SINGLE DIMENSION SNAP BOUNDED TRAJECTORY PLANNING
There are several algorithms for generating single dimension trajectories. Most of them have the same goal: to create a position through time profile that is bound to imposed constraints.
Taking into account more boundaries results in more complex trajectory generation algorithm. Traditional trajectory planning algorithms include Polynomials, Cycloid and Trapezoidal trajectories. These algorithms usually consider bounds up to the second position derivative, i.e., displacement, maximum velocity and acceleration.
Jerk bounded algorithms have been studied more recently and, as the name implies, the technique also includes a maximum value for the third time derivative of position. Among these, the Seven Segments trajectories is a well know method. To illustrate the difference between some methods, Figure 1 presents the resulting profiles for three trajectory planning algorithms: Snap, jerk and acceleration bounded motion profiles, described in [26] .
One of the drawbacks of considering additional constraints appears in Figure 1 : the motion completion time -often called cycle time -increases as additional bounds are imposed. Although not explicitly observed in Figure  1 , there is also an inverse correlation between the time a motion takes and the maximum allowable value for a given constraint, i.e., lowering the maximum allowable value for a given constraint leads to in an increase cycle time.
In order to achieve a smooth trajectory generation, the position profile along time must be as smooth as possible. This implies that velocity and acceleration profiles must not include sudden changes. Such characteristic is achieved when a function is continuously differentiable. Figure 2 presents the resulting acceleration's frequency spectrum of each displacement profile represented in Figure  1 . There is a clear difference between the resulting spectrum of the classic Trapezoidal and the jerk bounded algorithm. A softer, yet considerable, difference between jerk and snap bounded trajectories can be observed. In such spectrograms, a higher bandwidth results in wider frequency stimulus, The Trapezoidal trajectory acceleration's spectrum, which extends way past 50Hz, was truncated. This was done so that it would make readily apparent the nuances between jerk and snap bounded trajectories. The snap-bounded trajectory's spectrum vanished approximately at 4Hz, staying below 0.05mm/s 2 after that point. As for the jerk-bounded trajectory's spectrum, it spams up to 8.9Hz before settling below the 0.05mm/s 2 point.
The starting point of the present work is the Fifteen Segments trajectory generation, presented in [4] , [26] . It consists in sectioning the profile motion in fifteen pieces, which are iteratively created in terms of snap. Among these fifteen sections, there are eight sections of constant snap, four sections of constant jerk, two sections of constant acceleration and one of constant speed. Other than the constant snap sections, the remaining sections may or may not exist, depending on the violation of imposed bound by the current trajectory, hence why the iterative creation of the motion profile.
The algorithm excels in its capability of meeting kinetic constraints, given that the resulting profile meets bounds up to the fourth time derivative of position. Figure 1 presents a sample displacement as result of the algorithm, with bounds of 5000mm/s 4 , 50mm/s 3 , 10mm/s 2 and 5mm/s, of snap, jerk, acceleration and velocity, respectively.
The algorithm proposed by [4] describes the position profile in terms of the snap profile. As such, in order to obtain any physical quantity of interest, one has to integrate the snap profile: a single integration yields the jerk profile; a double integration yields acceleration and so forth.
III. SNAP-CONSTRAINED MULTIAXIS CNC CONTROLLER
In every motion system, the electromechanical apparatus that drives it has several constraints, ranging from electrical constraints -related to electrical design, such as maximum current and voltage -to mechanical limitations -associated to a broad range of elements, such as loading, material characteristics, and electromechanical design. Therefore, in order to enforce the correct operation of a motion system, reference signals must take into account the kinematic limitations of the applied components.
Trajectory planning consists of computing a motion profile that both complies with imposed constraints and also accomplishes the motion task within a given tolerance. In most motion systems, it is also desired to accomplish the task in minimal time.
Regarding CNC technology, most of the movements of interest are 3D lines and arcs. Novel CNC motion engines are capable of using free-form lines, often modeled by NURBS and SPLINES, which are not yet supported by the proposed algorithm.
The controller is composed of a 3D trajectory profile planning method, an algebraic procedure for obtaining the position, a motion discretization method, a blending method for the created profiles.
The following subsections outline the development of a snap-constrained trajectory generation system, suitable to multi-axes CNC machines.
A. EXTENDING TO 3D TRAJECTORIES
Most commonly and historically bound to the RS-274-D standard, numerical commands describe linear and circular displacements involving multiple axes. Such motion must be performed synchronously and in an orderly way.
Machines may have distinct mechanical limits for each of its axes, due to its constructive characteristics. Therefore, trajectory planning of each numerical command must comply with the involved axes' boundaries and also comply to the overall machine's limitations.
There are three main paths in the RS-274-D standards: linear motions, arc motions and helical motions. The following subsections present the implementation of these tool paths considering boundaries up to position's fourth time derivative.
1) Linear displacements
Linear displacements are dealt according to the following. Considering a 3D linear motion − → p = (p x , p y , p z ), starting at (0, 0, 0), its unity vector is defined as:p = px | p| ,
In a 3D linear motion, there are two sets of constraints: per axis constraints and overall trajectory constraints. The former relates to individual axis limitations and in this paper will be regarded asd i ,j i ,ā i ,v i , where i = x, y, z. The latter relates to the trajectory requirements itself and in this paper will be regarded asd,j,ā,v.
To enforce that both single axis constraints and overall constraints are met, the following test should be performed:
if p id >d i , then :
(1)
where the subscript i refers to the snap constraint on i-th axes. In order to assure that all constraints are met, the same test should be performed for each for each of the machine's axes, and for each of the imposed boundaries -i.e., velocity, acceleration and jerk. In doing so, it is assured that the constraints are met for each axis, given a particular linear motion, − → p = (p x , p y , p z ).
Following these checks, two steps remain: trajectory calculation for a given main axis; and the trajectory calculation of the remaining axes. By option, the main axis is chosen as the one that has the lengthiest displacement.
For the chosen main axis, the algorithm depicted in section 2 is applied, imposing as bounds the corrected values d inew ,j inew ,ā inew ,v inew for the given axis. This results in values for t d , t j , t a , t v and the imposedd inew , where i is the main chosen axis.
As for the remaining axes, a snap reference for each is calculated, using the obtained timing values from the main axis. This is accomplished as follows:
(3)
This way, a snap reference value is found for all three axis and switching times for the profiles, that is:
The maximum velocity, acceleration and jerk values, for each ith axis, where i = {x, y, z}, are given by the following equations:
2) Circular displacements Circular motion represents another essential path class in machining. To extend the analysis of snap constrained displacements to arc paths, they are treated in polar coordinates. As such, the expressions for velocity, acceleration, jerk and snap are evaluated with respect toθ andr directions. Circular displacements have a constant radius, a pair of center coordinates and a pair of initial and final angles, as illustrated by Figure 3 .
The position vector is given by:
Given the constant radius in an arc trajectory, the time derivatives of the position vector, Equation (10), is described as follows:
It can be observed that, with the exception of the velocity, all other time derivatives of position have both θ and r coordinate values. In theθ coordinate, the effort is to change the direction of the motion and so is related to the circular motion itself. On the other hand, in ther direction the effort made relates to the movement along the arc to be traversed, i.e., accelerating and decelerating along the arc.
The used approach to calculate an arc trajectory, bounded up to the fourth time derivative of position, was to define a θ(t) so that the imposed constrains are met, according to the Equations (11) (12) (13) (14) . As there is a non-linear relation between θ(t) and − → a , − → j and − → d , the developed method is less straight-forward than the previously described linear case. The developed method is described by the steps below. 0. Before starting, the desired velocity and radius are tested to check if the centripetal acceleration yielded from traversing the arc length is greater than acceleration bound:
where: 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. 1. Calculate t d , such as d(t) yields the desired angular displacement ∆θ, disregarding any other bounds:
2. Calculate the maximum velocity yielded by the current profile, given byv = 2rd θ t 3 d . If the velocity bound was not met, recalculate t d :
3. Calculate the maximum acceleration yielded by the current profile. Given the non-linear relation between θ(t) and − → a , through analysis of the equations, the maximum yielded acceleration can happen at two points of interest: t = 2t d or t = 4t d . These are the constant acceleration and the constant velocity phases, with respect to θ. In order to find what is the case, both are tested and the higher value
Test ifâ >ā. If it is, recalculate t d such that the yielded acceleration is less than or equal toā. To do so, one must recalculate t d with respect to the equation that yielded the higher value of acceleration.
If it was the first equation, solve 2rdt 3
4. Calculate the maximum jerk yielded by current profile. The maximum value of jerk happens at t = 3t d , and is given byĵ
where:
Ifĵ >j, t d must be recalculated, by solving Equation for (20) t d , usingĵ =j. Replacing both a θ and v θ in Equation (20) , one gets:
Equation (23) is an 18th order polynomial equation, incomplete in all terms except for 18, 10 and 2. Its algebraic solution cannot be easily defined. Newton-Raphson method was applied to find the smaller positive real solution.
4.1 An additional step must be taken in order to assure that snap is bound to its limit, because of the interaction between radial and tangential snap values. The maximum yielded snap happens around t = 3t d , in which d(t) may either bed θ or −d θ . So, both must be tested to checked to obtain the higher value of the snap profile. It is given by:
If the yielded snap is higher than its bound, recalculate t d by solving Equation (24) for t d , using the smallest positive real root. Newton-Raphson method was also used here for root finding.
5. Find t j , disregarding any bounds on lower derivatives. Here, one should determine the positive real root of the following third order polynomial equation:
Calculate the maximum velocity yielded by current profile, given byv =d θ r(2t
). If the velocity bound was not met, recalculate t j :
7. Calculate the maximum acceleration yielded by the current profile. Again, given the non-linear relation between θ(t) and − → a ,â may be either in two points: constant acceleration and constant velocity phases, with respect to θ. In order to find what is the case, both are tested and the higher value is kept.â = max (â 4 ,â 7 ) (30)
where v θ4 is the velocity of θ during the constant acceleration phase of its trajectory, a θ4 is θ acceleration value at the beginning of the constant acceleration phase of its trajectory and v θ7 is the velocity of θ during the constant velocity portion of its trajectory. Those are given by:
Test ifâ >ā. If it is, recalculate t j such that the yielded acceleration is less than or equal toā. To do so, t j must be recalculated with respect to the equation that yielded the higher value of acceleration, as found in Equation (30) , by solving it for t j .
7.1 Since the relation betweenĵ θ and the mechanical jerk is non-linear, as per Equation (13), it should be checked if the yielded trajectory also satisfies the mechanical jerk limit. The maximum yielded jerk by the current θ profile is given by:ĵ
Then, ifĵ >j, t j must be recalculated, by solving Equation (36) for t j , usingĵ =j. Since the resulting equation is a polynomial equation of 6th order and this has no algebraic solution, Newton-Raphson method was used again to find the smallest positive real root.
7.2 As t j also implies changes to resulting snap profile, the resulting maximum snap yielded by current t d and t j must be checked. It is given by:
If the yielded snap is higher than its bound, recalculate t j by solving Equation (39) for t j , using the smaller positive root. Newton-Raphson method was used here for root finding.
8. Calculate t a disregarding the bound in velocity, by solving the following second order polynomial equation:
where K 1 is given by equation 6. 9. Calculate the maximum velocity yielded by current profile, given byv =d θ r(2t 3 d +3t 2 d t j +t d t 2 j +t 2 d t a +t d t j t a ). If the bound on velocity was not met, recalculate t a :
9.1 Since t a also changes the resulting jerk, as per Equation (13) , it should be checked if the yielded trajectory also satisfies the mechanical jerk limit. The maximum yielded jerk by the current θ profile is given by:ĵ
Then, ifĵ >j, t a must be recalculated, by solving Equation (45) for t a , usingĵ =j. Since the resulting equation is a polynomial equation of 6th order and has no algebraic solution, Newton-Raphson method was used again to find the smallest positive real root. 9.2 As t a also implies changes to resulting snap profile, the resulting maximum snap yielded by current t d ,t j and t a must be checked. It is given by:
If the yielded snap is higher than its bound, recalculate t a by solving Equation (48) for t a , using the smaller positive root. Newton-Raphson method was used to find the smallest positive real root.
10. Finally, the constant speed period can be found by taking into account the whole displacement found so far, subtracting it from the desired displacement and defining how long it should stay in steady speed to meet the desired displacement, as follows:
where K 1 is given by equation 6. Along these 11 steps, there were a total of six high-order polynomial equations to be solved. These equations may not have a positive, real solutions. This usually happens when the arc path itself exerts a predominant effect on the mechanical bounds, i.e., terms in the radial direction,r, are predominant. In those cases, an outer loop reduces the θ snap reference,d θ , in order to achieve the desired results. VOLUME 4, 2016 
B. POSITION EQUATIONS BY ALGEBRAIC INTEGRATION
The obtained switching times t d , t j , t a , t v and the imposed snap bound describes a snap profile that is bound to ∆x,d θ ,j,ā,v. However, one would still have to integrate it four times to obtain a position profile. Such a task could be performed in either of two ways: through numerical integration; or through a set of equations that describes position directly from the algebraically calculated values.
On previous work by Lambrechts et al. (2005) [4], the authors have used the first approach, as it is more computationally efficient. The use of numerical integration usually infers the use of constant sampling time. Given that the calculated switching times are obtained from real number mathematics, results may not always be an integer multiple of the sampling time. There, the authors presented a way to match the switching time and sampling time, yielding a marginally sub-optimal, slightly longer, trajectory. It is also inherent to numerical integration the introduction of time delays among each integrated profile, i.e., there is a unity delay between the snap and jerk profiles, another one between jerk and acceleration and so forth, summing four delays, from snap to position.
Integration error is another issue with the numerical integration approach. The trajectory planning technique proposed by Lambrechts et al. (2005) [4] is symmetrical and, in this specific case, the error introduced by numerical integration cancels out. However, when dealing with asymmetrical profiles, integration error poses a major practical issue with this approach.
Aiming the development of a flexible framework, in the present work, the equations were algebraically integrated, resulting in a rather large equation set that describes jerk, acceleration, velocity and position profile in any given time, regardless of sampling. This approach enables the use of asymmetrical profiles, as there no integration errors, while also resulting in slightly shorter trajectories.
Although more computationally expensive, the presented solution is still feasible in practical computers, using sampling time of up to 100 µs in a 1 GHz embedded computer. The complete set of equations, in a total of 16 equations for each physical quantity of the algorithm -that is: position, velocity, acceleration, and jerk -, were obtained and are presented in Appendix 1. These equations were all obtained by algebraic integration of the yielded snap profile, given as follows:
where d(t) is computed snap profile, bound to its constraints, calculated by the algorithms described above, given by:
C. BLENDING 3D TRAJECTORIES
Precise trajectory tracking is one of the most desired features in a motion system. On the other hand, minimal cycle time is also a strongly desired feature on most applications. Therefore, there is a trade-off between precise trajectory tracking and minimal cycle time: a complete stop is most likely to be required between two motion segments in order to enforce zero trajectory tracking error, which in turn results in a longer cycle time.
A complete stop may not be adequate when it comes to machining or any other task where a tool is in constant physical contact with a work-piece. Such tasks often include a tolerance value, a maximum allowable detour from the desired trajectory.
During the blending period, there will be two active motions commands: the ending portion of the current motion command and the beginning of the time-advanced next one. In order to implement this, instead of directly assigning a new value to the position variable, a differential displacement is assigned, updating the position as:
(59)
where f i [n] is the position function for the current motion command. This allows the position to be updated by two incremental values: one due to the current motion and another due to the next. That is, during the blending of two consecutive commands, the position may be updated as:
where bw is the blend width, measuring how many samples ahead the next motion command will be sampled, and f i+1 [n] is the next motion command's position function. The relation between detour and blend width is tightly coupled to the trajectories parameters, i.e., displacement length and imposed bounds. Therefore, bw must be calculated for each pair of motion commands. Figure 4 presents a plot between bw, in samples, and observed detour. It can be observed that the plot starts at 0 and increases along with increasing values of bw.
The optimal value of bw is the higher value that yields the highest detour smaller than the imposed tolerance. In order to calculate the optimal value of bw in a timely manner -i.e., considering the real-time constraints imposed by the available computational power -, Newton-Raphson method was employed to find the root of the detour function with respect to the desired tolerance, :
where δ(bw) is the trajectory detour function and is the desired trajectory tolerance. As the function δ(bw) is not explicitly known, a simple estimation of its value was used, given by:
The initial guess used is given by the amount of time used during deceleration phase:
After an iterative process using the derivative approximation from equation 63, a value of bw that is both the highest and that yields a detour smaller than or equal to the imposed tolerance is found. The blending process results in a small circular shape around the trajectories corners. Figure  5 illustrates this for different values of tolerance.
Despite ensuring trajectory tolerance with respect to the ending point of a given motion command, the resulting trajectory may cause the violation of other physical quantities, as a result of the summation of blended trajectories. Therefore, additional steps must be taken, by checking FIGURE 4: Relation between bw and trajectory detour for a given pair of trajectory segments. the maximum yielded value for velocity, acceleration and jerk. For any of these three physical quantities, an iterative method may be applied, to calculate a new bw value so that the imposed constraint is enforced. Figure 6 illustrates the relation between bw and maximum achieve value for each physical quantity, as result of the blending two consecutive motion commands. As can be observed in Figure 6 , the relation between bw and the maximum yielded value for quantities other than detour may not be strictly growing or may exhibit constant values for a given bw range. These two characteristics may difficult the process of finding the optimal bw value.
Therefore, additional care must be taken while employing any iterative method, as there is the possibility of getting FIGURE 6: Relation between bw maximum yielded parameters, for end point displacement, velocity, acceleration and jerk. The smallest bw that ensures constraint compliance is marked on each plot. VOLUME 4, 2016 stuck due to near zero derivative. To address this issue, three approaches were used: I) estimation of derivative and calculation of which bw value results in the desired value; II) linear sampling of the target function using large steps; III) linear sampling of the target function using unity steps.
The proposed method switches from approach I to II whenever a slope is near zero, which indicates a plateau region. Using the new value resulting from approach II, a new round of derivative search (approach I) takes place. Upon stagnation without finding an acceleration value smaller than or equal to the imposed bound, a coarser search is executed. Figure 7 presents a flowchart describing how the algorithm switches from one approach to the other.
Taking as an example the resulting plots presented in Figure 6 , the imposed constraints are: = 0.5 mm,v = 30 mm/s,ā = 100 mm/s 2 ,j = 1200 mm/s 3 . The derivative search for the detour plot results in bw = 370, as represented by the black line. After that, velocity is tested at bw = 370, yielding a value within the constraint. Following the velocity test, acceleration is assessed at bw = 370 and, as the maximum registered acceleration is above its constraint of 100 mm/s 2 , the derivative search is used, descending in the acceleration plot. Around bw = 250, the derivative of the yielded acceleration function is close to 0, preventing to descend any further, in order to find the smallest bw value. This causes the algorithm to switch from approach I to II. As result of this, a value immediately higher that the desired value is located, switching back to approach I. After a second round of derivative search, bw = 232 is found. Such value is then used to assess the maximum jerk, revealing a value slightly higher than the imposed constraint. Upon derivative search, the final value of bw = 222 is found and finally used. Using a sampling time of T s = 1 ms, this would translate in a time reduction of 0.222 s for a single pair of motion commands.
IV. RESULTS
In order to assess the solution's performance, analytical simulations and practical experiments are presented, demonstrating the feasibility and practical application of the proposed CNC controller. Two tests were performed: trajectory blending algorithm analysis for multiples parameters and analysis of the proposed snap-constrained trajectory generator algorithm. In the latter, results were compared to two other widely used algorithms, namely: Trapezoidal Acceleration and the Seven Segments techniques.
The proposed trajectory planning algorithm and the two other algorithms were embedded inside the same developed framework, to ensure that all of the three results would be subject to the same computational limitations, aiming to unbiased findings. C++ was the programming language used and the solutions were deployed to a BeagleBone Black, an embedded low-cost, community-supported, Single Board Computer (SBC), that runs an embedded Linux environment, specifically running PREEMPT_RT, a real-time Linux Kernel. The computational resources of the BeagleBone Black are relatively slim when compared to modern computers: a ARM core running at 1 GHz and 512MB of ram memory. Bearing that in mind, code optimization is mandatory.
The whole physical control system is depicted in Figure  8 . It is composed of a custom interface board that interacts with the SBC, two power supplies and three stepper motors drives, one for each axis. Figure 9 presents the controller's included interfacing signals. A desktop prototype milling machine, depicted in Figure 10 , was used to test the developed controller system's performance. 
A. BLENDING ALGORITHM
The proposed blending algorithm was tested in a way to both observe the resulting velocity profiles and to check if the imposed tolerance was respected, for various values. A simple 2D RS-274 encoded file was used to evaluate the performance of the blending algorithm. It is comprised of arcs and straight feed motions, in order to exercise all the currently supported paths. Figure 11 (a) presents the yielded results for the following parameters: velocity bound: 10mm/s; acceleration bound: 50mm/s 2 ; jerk bound: 1000mm/s 3 ; snap bound: 5000mm/s 4 . The trajectory was repeated using the following trajectory tolerance values: 0mm; 0.015mm; 0.05mm; 0.1mm; 0.25mm. It is worth noting that the blending algorithm is only applicable in the neighborhood of segments' intersecting points. It was observed that the resulting path detour is more prevalent when blending segment sections with acute angles, as observed in Figure 11(a) . This is expected, as traversing straight angles results in a sudden movement direction change, while traversing obtuse angles results in smoother direction change.
The resulting velocity profile for each tolerance value was also compared. Figure 11(b) and (c) presents, respectively, the resulting velocity profile and a detailed view of the same profile around the darkened portion of Figure 11(b) . It was observed that the higher the imposed tolerance was, a smaller velocity reduction occurred. This is the expected result, as blending is used to achieve a lower feedrate fluctuation around the junction point of two motion segments.
The overall trajectory duration also varies with the imposed tolerance, as the traversed path is less likely to stop for higher values of tolerance. The difference on overall time completion for blending with a tolerance of 0.25mm and point-to-point motions, i.e., using a tolerance of 0mm, was 1,38 s. The minimal completion time for the programmed trajectory, disregarding any other restrictions except for its target speed of 10mm/s, is 22.854s, that is, the maximum time reduction achievable is 2s. In this sense, the observed time reduction represents a 69% of its ideal, unattainable optimal value, as the starting and stopping velocities are equal to 0mm/s. Table 1 presents the minimal velocities observed for each tolerance value, the registered minimal distance value between the yielded path and the junction point and the overall trajectory duration. 
B. PRACTICAL TESTING
Two relatively complex shapes were used to assess the performance of the developed controller: a butterfly and a square pocket, depicted in Figure 12 . These two shapes were selected aiming to exercise two different common machining patterns: the butterfly relating to a complex, longer and continuous shape, and the square pocket relating to a simpler and yet more stressful, discontinuous shape. The proposed algorithm was compared against two other techniques, namely: Trapezoidal Acceleration, with bounds up to acceleration, and the Seven Segments technique, bounded up to jerk. The applied constraints for each scenario are presented in Table 2 .
Three signals were measured: reference position before resolution discretization, sampled at 1kSps, from inside the control-loop; feedback position, taken from encoders; and resolution-discretized reference position, both measured at 1kSps, outside the main loop, in a worker, lower priority, thread. This setup is necessary due to the architecture of the proposed solution, as there are two processors being used, one of which -the main core -runs ahead of time compared to the other.
Despite running a real-time Linux Kernel, the threaded signal measurement setup leads to jitter, introduced by the system's scheduler. When calculating numerical derivatives from sampled data, jitter will introduce noise to the estimated value, and therefore poses an issue that must be addressed. As workaround, these signals were post-processed by interpolation and re-sampling at the same jitter-less base period as the reference position before resolution discretization, resulting in three time-aligned signals.
The Butterfly shape was tested using the three proposed algorithms. Figure 16 shows in details the resulting profiles for velocity, acceleration, jerk, and snap, obtained using each of the three trajectory planning algorithms. As considering more constraints usually leads to a longer cycle time, it was observed that the three methods behaved as expected. The yielded cycle times were 30.009 s, 37.438 s and 39.612 s for the Trapezoidal, Seven Segments, and this work's Fifteen Segments methods, respectively, as observed in Figure  16 (a).
Both tangential and axial velocity boundaries were strictly observed for all three methods, respecting the 40 m/s limit at all time, as depicted in Figure 16 (a-c). As for axial acceleration, presented by Figure 16(d-e ), the Seven Segments and Fifteen Segments methods yielded strictly bounded trajectories, remaining below the 1500 mm/s 2 limit at all time. On the other hand, the Trapezoidal method yielded spikes that resulted in values higher than the imposed limits. This behavior may be expected due to the blending algorithm. Jerk axial values are presented Figure in 16(f-g) , with the jerk values for the Seven Segments profile exceeding the limit value of 5000 mm/s 3 for brief periods, as result of the blending algorithm, while the Fifteen Segments method resulted in a strictly bounded jerk profile. Note that jerk values for the Trapezoidal method were not presented, as it results in jerk profile containing impulse-like values caused by the instantaneous changes in acceleration. Finally, Figure  16 (h-i) presents axial snap time profiles which remains below the limit value of 60 000 mm/s 4 at all times. Figure 13 presents the experimentally recorded quadratic instantaneous error, given by the square root of the summed quadratic errors of each axis. In terms of RMS values, the errors for snap-and jerk-bounded algorithms were comparatively close, at 19.2 µm and 19.6 µm respectively. On the other hand, the RMS error for the traditional Trapezoidal method was 24.3 µm, 26.5% more when compared to the snap-bounded method. Table 3 summarizes these values, also including the corresponding cycle times, maximum contour errors, and computational time effort for each algorithm.
The Square Pocket shape was also tested using the three proposed algorithms. Figure 17 shows in details the resulting time profiles for each physical quantity obtained using each of the three trajectory planning algorithms. The yielded cycle times were 10.336 s, 12.198 s and 14.521 s for the Trapezoidal Acceleration, Seven Segments and Fifteen Segments methods, respectively, as observed in Figure 17 (a).
In this shape, the path starts and ends with rapid motions, implemented by the G0 command. When active, the rapid motion occurs at the machine's higher speed, which, for the present setup, was 50 mm/s. After the rapids, motion resumes to its feed speed, set to 40 mm/s. Both tangential and axial velocity boundaries were strictly observed for all three methods, as depicted in Figure 17 (a-c). As for axial acceleration, presented by Figure 17(d-e ), the Seven Segments and Fifteen Segments methods yielded strictly bounded trajectories, remaining below the 1500 mm/s 2 limit at all time. On the other hand, the Trapezoidal method yielded spikes that resulted in values higher than the imposed limits. Jerk axial profiles are presented Figure in 17(f-g), with the jerk values for the Seven Segments profile exceeding the limit value of 5000 mm/s 3 for brief periods. The proposed Fifteen Segments method resulted in a strictly bounded jerk profile. Again, jerk values for the Trapezoidal method were not presented. Finally, Figure 17 (h-i) presents axial snap time profiles which remains below the limit value of 60 000 mm/s 4 at all times. Figure 14 presents the experimentally recorded quadratic instantaneous error, given by the square root of the summed quadratic errors of each axis. In terms of RMS values, the errors for Fifteen and Seven Segments algorithms were comparatively close, at 13.4 µm and 14.5 µm respectively, with a 8.2% difference. The RMS error for the traditional Trapezoidal method was 16.4 µm, 22% higher when compared to the proposed snap-bounded technique. Table 4 summarizes these values, also including the corresponding cycle times, maximum contour errors, and computational times for each algorithm. Figure 15 presents the resulting Square Pocket trajectory, obtained from each algorithm. It exhibits the reference position, both before and after discretization, and the measured position. A closer look on a corner is also depicted, where the effect of inertia and momentum change is more evident: the effect on measured data obtained with Trapezoidal method is substantially more affected, while the same effect is lessened in the jerk-bounded trajectory and even further reduced in the proposed algorithm, due to the smoother acceleration profile inherent to the technique. The computed area of the error was 0.0045 mm 2 , 0.0031 mm 2 and 0.0025 mm 2 for the Trapezoidal Acceleration, Seven Segments and Fifteen Segments (proposed method), respectively. Comparing these values, the proposed algorithm produced error areas 24% and 80% smaller when compared to the Seven Segments and to Trapezoidal Acceleration methods, respectively.
As shown in Figures 16 and 17 , the proposed snapbounded trajectory planning algorithm was compliant to the imposed constraints, for both a complex shape such as the butterfly, composed by several arcs with wide varying radii, and for a stressful shape such as the square pocket, composed by several lines with 90 deg angles.
The proposed method results in longer cycle times, due to its more constrained operation. In this sense, the proposed method delivers cycle times as short as any other algorithm when not considering the fourth order constraint if the considered snap maximum allowed value was set as a extremely high value. However, doing so results in virtually not considering at all the snap bound.
The presented snap-bounded algorithm has reduced the FIGURE 15: Resulting Trajectory for the Square Pocket path and detailed view of a corner. The detailed view shows, for each trajectory planning algorithm, the area comprised between the reference and measured position. The reference position before and after discretization are presented in green and red lines, respectively, and the measured position is presented in blue lines. The resulting area of the error signal is presented in the detailed view, corresponding to the the area between the reference and measured position.
overall error, as seen in the case of the butterfly, that yielded the smallest RMS error (19.2 µm) when compared to the Seven Segments (19.6 µm) and to the Trapezoidal method (24.3 µm). As for the Square Pocket, the proposed method was also able to generate a smaller error area along the 90 deg corners, yielding an error area of 0.0025 mm 2 , while the other two methods resulted in areas of 0.0031 mm 2 and 0.0045 mm 2 , for the Seven Segments and the Trapezoidal methods, respectively. The Computational effort demanded by the proposed method was 743 170 µs for the first path and 272 672 µs for the second, leading to a ratio of cycle time and computational effort of 53.25 and 53.03, respectively for the butterfly and the square pocket paths. The overall computational effort was entirely within the real-time timing limitation, thus, proving that the proposed method is, despite of its heavier mathematical approach, compatible with an embedded computational platform such as the BeagleBone Black. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, an embedded system based snap constrained method for three dimensional trajectory planning applicable to CNC Cartesian machines was presented. Such method offers bounded operation for snap, jerk, acceleration and velocity profiles, which has many advantages: higher reliability, mitigation of vibrations and trajectory tracking error reduction. An experimental benchmark between the proposed algorithm against two other methods was presented. The comparison was developed along two tool-paths: a butterfly figure, longer and more continuous; a square pocket, shorter and more discontinuous. Regarding the continuous shape, the proposed method was able to reduce the overall RMS error by 2% and 26.5% when compared to the Seven Segments and the Trapezoidal methods, respectively. When considering the square pocket, the proposed method was able to produce an error area on corners 24% and 80% smaller when compared to the Seven Segments and Trapezoidal Acceleration, respectively. The proposed method produced overall RMS errors 8.2% and 22% smaller than the Seven Segment and the Trapezoidal methods respectively. When comparing the proposed method to the Seven Segments method, resulting cycle times were 5.8% and 19.04% longer for the butterfly and the square pocket paths, respectively. The ratio of cycle time and computational time effort was of 53.25 and 53.03 for the first and second paths, respectively, and therefore, may be deemed as computationally efficient and convenient for real-time motion control.
